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Colour and Feature Based Multiple Object Tracking Under Heavy Occlusions
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Tracking multiple objects in surveillance scenarios involves considerable difficulty because of occlusions. We report a
composite tracker - based on feature tracking and colour based tracking - that demonstrates superior performance
under high degrees of occlusion. Disjoint foreground blobs are extracted by using change masks obtained by combining
an online-updated background model and flow information. The state of occlusion/isolation is identified by associating
foreground blobs with object regions predicted using motion initialized mean-shift tracker (colour cue). The feature
tracker is invoked in occluded situations to localize these with higher accuracy. We present results from dense traffic
data with 5-15 objects in the scene at any instant. Overall tracking accuracy improves to 94.7% from 85.3% achieved
by the colour only tracker.
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1. Introduction

An algorithm for tracking multiple agents in a

monocular surveillance setup is reported. An early

approach to this problem deals with tracking blobs

obtained from the process of background subtrac-

tion.1 However, such blobs do may form a group

and get detected as a single blob or an agent can

be detected as multiple blobs due to occlusions. The

W4 system2 differentiates people from other objects

by shape and motion cues and tracks them under

occlusions by constructing appearance models and

detecting body parts. Several researchers3 have em-

ployed particle filtering along with prior shape and

motion models for multi-person tracking in cluttered

scenes. Recently, Zhao et al.4 proposed a Bayesian

approach for tracking multiple persons under occlu-

sions by computing MCMC based MAP estimates

with prior information about camera model and hu-

man appearance along with a ground plane assump-

tion. McKenna et al.,5 on the other hand, presents

a colour based tracking algorithm that performs in

relatively unconstrained environments and works at

three levels of abstraction, viz. regions, people and

groups.

In the recent past, a number of approaches have

distinguished the types of occlusion, treating these as

a source of additional information to be used in the

visual analysis.6 This work builds on this approach,

and uses the occlusion type to guide the tracking.

We present a hybrid approach based on feature and

colour based tracking, and contrast this with other
approaches involving only colour.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Results of multi-object tracking using (a) only colour
cue and (b) both colour match and feature correspondences.
The scene contains a total of 16 objects, out of which 10 ap-
pear in crowds. (a) The colour based tracker properly localizes
only 5 objects; (b) The composite colour-feature based tracker
successfully localizes 14 objects in the scene.

The algorithm works by learning a background

model as a pixel-wise mixture of Gaussians, change

masks on which along with inter-frame motion infor-

mation segments the objects as foreground blobs.6

The object is characterized by its supporting re-

gion, weighted colour distribution, trajectory and

a planar graph constructed by Delanuay triangula-

tion of the feature point set extracted in its sup-

porting region. The system maintains a set of ob-

jects to (from) which objects are added (removed)

as they enter (exit) the scene. We identify the ob-

jects to be either isolated or occluded by associating

motion initialized mean shift tracker predicted ob-

ject regions with foreground blobs. More so, the dis-

sociated object/foreground regions are detected to

identify their disappearances/reappearances. The oc-

cluded objects are further tracked with higher accu-
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racy by the feature-point graph structure constrained

feature correspondences. The object features are se-

lectively updated based on their occlusion states.

Some salient strengths of the proposed scheme

are the following. First, the ability to identify occlu-

sion states and using the same in selective feature

updates. Second, the inherent ability of recognizing

failure situations and automatic track restorations

and finally, a relatively unconstrained approach that

does not assume any priors on object shape, motion

models and ground plane. Figure 1 shows the perfor-

mance improvement achieved by the hybrid colour-

feature based tracking algorithm as compared to a

colour only tracker.

The colour based multi-agent tracking algorithm

and its extension to invoke feature correspondences

is presented in section 2. Experimental results on a

dense traffic video with ground-truth validation are

reported in section 3.

2. Multiple Object Tracking

The object regions are segmented as a set of disjoint

foreground blobs extracted by combining the cues de-

rived from the change masks over the learned back-

ground models (pixel-wise mixture of Gaussians)

and the inter-frame motion information. The ob-

ject regions predicted by motion initialized mean

shift trackers7 are associated with the extracted fore-

ground blobs6 to detect the objects in either the state

of isolation from other objects and background ele-

ments or the state of occlusion arising due to crowd-

ing and partial occlusions. Additionally, the cases of

entry/exit and disappearance/reappearances are also

identified. These occlusion cases guide the tracking

algorithm in selective object feature updates and

track restoration. The system maintains a set S(t)

of objects, to (from) which objects are added (re-

moved) as they enter (exit) the scene. The individ-

ual object features are updated as they are tracked

across the frames. When an unmatched foreground

blob detected, It is matched with disappeared ob-

jects based on color and position matching. Search

region around each disappeared object is taken into

consideration while matching with unmatched fore-

ground blob. In the following sub-sections, we detail

the limitations of colour based multi-object tracking

algorithm6 and the proposed extension to combine

colour and feature based tracking.

2.1. Tracking With Colour Cue

The jth object Aj(t) is characterized by the set

of pixels aj(t) it occupies, the colour distribution

hj(t) weighted by the Epanechnikov kernel7 sup-

ported over the minimum bounding ellipse of aj(t)

and the finite length position history of the centers

{cj(t − t′)}τ−1
t′=0 of the minimum bounding ellipse of

aj(t). The object features are initially learned from

the foreground blob extracted at its very first ap-

pearance and are updated throughout the sequence

whenever it is in isolation.

An estimate of the center c
(0)
j (t) of the minimum

bounding ellipse of aj(t) is obtained by extrapolat-

ing from the trajectory {cj(t − t′)}τ
t′=1. The mean-

shift iterations,7 initialized at an elliptic region cen-

tered at c
(0)
j (t) further localize center of the mini-

mum bounding ellipse of the object region at cj(t).

The object region and foreground blob associ-

ations are computed to identify the various occlu-

sion states. The supporting pixel set, weighted colour

distribution and trajectory information are updated

for isolated objects. For the occluded ones (same

(foreground) object pixel in different (object regions)

foreground blobs), we only update the trajectory.

More so, we identify the dissociated objects (disap-

pearance) and blobs (entry/reappearance) followed

by object-blob association re-computation to restore

tracks of the existing ones and log the new objects

in S(t).

The colour only tracker employ’s the mean-shift

algorithm for object localization and is thus prone

to erroneous drifts in the mean-shift iterations. The

mean shift algorithm models the target as a weighted

colour distribution learned over an elliptical domain.

Thus, convex near-elliptic compact objects are suc-

cessfully tracked with this algorithm. However, sev-

eral real world objects have non-convex shapes with

holes - e.g. rickshaw, cycle, man on a motorbike etc.

In such cases, the mean-shift tracker learns the back-

ground colour distribution in the target model and

hence drifts away in object localization iterations.

More so, mean-shift trackers are also found to fail

under severe occlusions, as it models the colour dis-

tribution of the whole target region and not by parts.

To avoid these limitations, we extend the object char-

acterization to include the feature points as well,

which we describe in the following sub-section.
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2.2. Combining Colour and Feature

Cues

Feature correspondence was proposed in the context

of image registration,8 later extended9 for the selec-

tion of good feature points. Consider the consecutive

images Ωt and Ωt+1, such that Ωt(U) = Ωt+1(U +

dU). Tomasi et al.9 have shown that the displace-

ment vector dU is sufficient during tracking feature

points between successive frames approximating de-

formation value to zero. Feature points are tracked

using the Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) tracker.10

The sum of squared difference between consecutive

images is reduced to find the displacement vector.

Tracking is based on symmetric definition for dissim-

ilarity between two images unlike earlier approaches

given as Ωt(U−dU/2) = Ωt+1(U+dU/2). The dis-

placement vector can be computed by solving the

equation G(U)dU = e(U), where the 2× 2 symmet-

ric matrix G and the residue vector e are obtained

from,

G(U) =

∫
W (U)

gt(X)gt(X)T w(X)dX

e(U) = 2 ×

∫
W (U)

(Ωt − Ωt+1)(X)gt(X)w(X)dX

Where, the integration is performed over a certain

window W (U) centered at U, gt(X) = ∇Ωt(X) is

the image gradient and w(X) is a weighing func-

tion defined over W (U). The pixel position U is

considered to host a good feature point, if both the

eigen values (λ1, λ2) of G(U) are sufficiently high,

i.e. min(λ1, λ2) > λ, where λ is a predefined thresh-

old.

Fig. 2. Delaunay triangulation based graph model for (a car,
a cycle and a rickshaw).

The feature tracker is invoked for objects under

occlusions. We extend the object characterization of

the colour only tracker to include the set of feature
points in the object region. We perform a Delau-

nay triangulation (figure 2) over the feature point

set forming a planar graph that represents a geomet-

rical structure of the object. Isolated feature tracking

can erroneously correspond to a) points in the back-

ground or b) points on other objects. In case (a),

foreground segmentation can be used to eliminate

the correspondence. In case (b), the faulty feature

correspondence is detected by using the Motion Con-

sistency Hypothesis : feature points on the same rigid

body exhibit consistent motion. Even where the bod-

ies exhibit large deformation (e.g. human motions),

some branches of the graph exhibit relatively sta-

ble deformations. Object feature points are tracked

in the consecutive images constrained by the feature-

point planar graph structure to improve the tracking

performance. However, in cases of (near) complete

occlusions, where neither colour match nor feature

correspondences can be established, we continue the

tracking with motion predicted object position. Ob-

ject is said to disappear, either it is found out as

disappeared using predicates described in6 or if it

losses minimum threshold number of features. When

object disappears it is tracked using only motion in-

formation, which is susceptible to error as number of

frames increase. In the case of hybrid tracker the du-

ration of disappearance for objects is less compared

to color only tracker, as objects are tracked until the

object completely disappears. Hence matching accu-

racy increased in hybrid tracker compared to color

only tracker.

3. Results and Ground-truth Validation

We report an experiment on a traffic surveillance

video involving a wide variety of vehicles like mo-

torbikes, bicycles, rickshaws, cars, buses, trucks and

tractors, as well as people and animals (cow). Next,

we compare our results in multi-object tracking

based on only colour and both colour and feature

(figure 3).

The proposed algorithm is tested on different

data sets. Figure 4 shows the results obtained on

human data set. In this data set, we do not perform

neglecting of feature points based on Motion Con-

sistency Hypothesis described in section 2.2, because

the tracked objects (humans) in this video are not

rigid. Tracking accuracy in this case is less for both

color only tracker and hybrid tracker compared to

their respective Traffic video performances 3.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 3. Re-identification errors. In sequence (c,d) (Mean shift
tracker), a silver SUV occludes the rickshaw at upper center;
after the occlusion the rickshaw is misidentified as another ob-
ject that disappeared earlier, and the SUV is wrongly matched
as rickshaw. The man in the blue bounding box is matched
with a car that left the scene. All these errors are overcome
by the hybrid feature tracker (e,f), it is particularly good at
re-identification.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4. Comparison of Mean shift and Modified trackers on
Human data set

We observe, in the figures 4(a) and (c), that

Mean shift tracker clearly fails to track the person

under severe occlusion behind another person. In the

figures 4 (b) and (d), we observe that Hybrid tracker

able to track person under severe occlusion with blue

bounding box.

Minimum distance (MinDist): Distance between

point features can be changed. While selecting the
point features, If the point feature that is going to

be selected is near to already selected features, then

it is not selected. It is based on the assumption that

”neighboring pixels generally have similar goodness

values” . The point feature is considered to be near

other point feature if the distance between them is

less than minimum distance. This can be used to

speed up the process.

For results in figure 4 MinDist is fixed as 0 while it is

fixed as 5 in figure 3. We validate the results against

a ground-truth data over 700 frames. We compute

the following measures:

• Total Tracking Accuracy accuracyt =
P

t

i=1
bi

P

t

i=1
(bi+ci)

, where bi denotes the number of well

tracked objects and ci is the number of track

losses in the ith frame.

• Re-identification accuracy (re − identt): Let

si be the number of disappeared objects in the

ith frame, ei be the number of erroneously tagged

reappearancesa, gi the number of successfully

registered object entries in the scene, fi be the

number of reappearances erroneously detected as

scene entries, and hi be the the number of scene

entries erroneously detected as reappearances.

Then we define the Re-identification accu-

racy as the ratio re−identt =
P

t

i=1
(si−ei−fi+gi)

P

t

i=1
(si+gi+hi)

.

• Tracking Accuracy in Crowds is the ratio

crowdt =
P

t

i=1
pi

P

t

i=1
(pi+qi)

, where pi is the number of

well tracked objects in the crowd and qi is the

number of track losses in crowd, as observed in

the ith frame.

• Approximation of Object Localization Ac-

curacy, localizt =
P

t

i=1
bi−ni

P

t

i=1
bi

, where ni denotes

the number of objects tracked with an ill-sized

or misplaced bounding box in the ith frame. As

seen in table 1, results are significant improve-

ments in all the categories, with strikingly im-

proved re-identification.

4. Conclusion

We have proposed an algorithm for multi-object

tracking under occlusion by combining multiple cues(

Colour, Motion, Features ) based on their impor-

tance in particular situation. The proposed scheme

aLet the agents a and b disappear in frames say x, y respec-
tively. In frame i (i > (x, y)), the tracker identified agent b
as re-appeared when actually it was agent a.
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is not restricted by any prior object shape/motion

models or ground plane assumptions and thus per-

forms satisfactorily in relatively unconstrained en-

vironments; more importantly, since no camera cal-

ibration is needed, it can be placed anywhere and

immediately put to work. The remaining limitations

are significantly more difficult - e.g. when an ob-

ject is nearly fully occluded (motion projection is

the only option), or differentiating between multi-

ple objects entering the scene together (before they

split). A cue towards the latter may be to look for

differences in deformations of the feature graph - re-

sulting in several clusters of motion of point features

on single blob, an approach that may work when

the objects deform differently, or move with different

speeds. Eventually, it would be important to extend

these ideas to work in more general situations, e.g.

cameras that move (initially with pan-tilt motions),

and for dynamic backgrounds (trees, fountains).
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Table 1. Performance Comparision of colour
only and colour-feature based hybrid tracker

Colour tracker Hybrid tracker

bt 2904 3246

ct 500 182

accuracyt 85.31% 94.69%

st 29 23

et 17 1

ft 2 2

gt 5 20

ht 30 0

re − identt 23.44% 93.02%

pt 425 592

qt 357 193

crowdt 54.35% 75.41%

nt 213 15

localizt 92.67% 99.54%


